6 Days Eger and Bükk Hills bicycling tour
(Tour Identifier: CYEB41)
Day 1: Arrival at Eger
Arrival in Eger, located at the foot of the Bükk mountains. After checkin the hotel and walk in the Baroque downtown
rich in historical monuments. Accommodation in Eger.
(D)
Day 2: Eger - Egerszalók, 19 km
This day you can make a short tour around Eger to Egerszalók Thermal Bath and getting acquinted with Eger. Discover
Dobó Square, Minaret, Castle of Eger, Turkish Bath, Basilica, Lyceum, and do not miss to taste the famous red wine
“Egri bikavér”. Accommodation in Eger.
(B), (D)
Day 3: Bükk Hills , 49 km
This day you first you will pedal along the vineyards of Eger to beautiful village Noszvaj, with baroque castle, then stop
at the next village Bogács for a bath in thermal water. Continue to Cserépfalu, then cycle uphill the Hór valley and
throught the beech forests of Bükk National Park, while you arrive at the romantic Lillafüred castle at Hámori Lake. In
Lillafüred you can admire Hámori - lake, waterfall, Szt. István - cave, Anna - cave, Szeleta - cave. Accommodation in
Lillafüred.
(B), (D)
Day 4: Bükk Hills, 32 km
On the quiet road from Lillafüred to Szilvásvárad you will cross the most beautiful parts of Bükk mountains, the
biosphere reserve of Bükk Plateau. Cycle in the forest along Lendeczky road through Lusta valley, pass Soldier's
Grave, then Jávorkút in Bükk Highland. Arrive at Nagy Mező, the strict nature protected area, in the heart of Bükk,
near Csipkéskút, the home of Lipica Stud Farm. You can relax at Kis-sár-völgy, then follow to Zsidó meadow, the
highest point of tour (885m). Roll down to Olasz kapu (Italian gate), pass Gerennavár, a former fortress, then
Millenium lookout tower. You will arrive at Szilvásvárad through along Szalajka Valley. Accommodation in
Szilvásvárad.
(B), (D)
Day 5: Szilvásvárad - Eger, 34 km
The cycling tour leads into the Bükk National Park, through Bélapátfalva, where a medieval church, a Cistercian
monastery, built in Romanesque and Gothic style in the 14th century can be found. Follow towards Mónosbél, pass
Szarvaskő (Deer stone) and roll down to Eger. Accommodation in Eger.
(B), (D)
Day 6: Departure from Eger
Indiviadual departure
(B)
Symbols
(B) Breakfast, (D) Dinner
Price
Participation fee:
room
Bike rental (24 speed trekking bike, handover and takeover location Eger):

520 EUR / persons sharing the double
70 EUR / bike

Services
The participation fee includes: 3 nights in 3-star hotel, and 2 nights in 4-star hotels, in double room with bath or shower,
half-board , daily luggage transportation from hotel to hotel, information material with maps and hotline in case of
emergencies. The participation fee does not include entrance fees, transfers to arriving in and departue from Eger. The
prices are net and include local tax and VAT.
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